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E D I TO R I A L
We the people(s) of Europe: Polity‐making and
democracy in the EU
1 | THE STATE OF THE EU POLITY

For scholars interested in the philosophical foundations of the European polity, these are interesting times. With

Brexit approaching, European disintegration is proving to be not simply a theoretical possibility but an actual reality.

At the same time, populists across the continent, and from both the radical left and the nationalist right, point to

Brussels as the main culprit of the negative consequences of globalization. Looking outside Europe, no quieter waters

are to be found either. To name just some of the most important events unfolding: The war in Syria keeps claiming

victims on a daily basis; Turkey, even though it formally remains a constitutional democracy, has been put on an

authoritarian route and it is difficult to say where it will end; and last but not least, besides the regime in Moscow, with

its smokescreens and aggressive external politics, Washington nowadays is home to a President who seems to be

devoted to a world of ‘alternative facts’ or, in any case, one in which the EU (or, for that matter, NATO) plays little

to no role. In different ways, these developments put a strain on European solidarity and make some long for the sim-

ple times of the (mono‐ethnic) nation‐state. Hence, it is not surprising that questions concerning the nature and goal

of European integration are on the table once again. Indeed, the old question Quo vadis, Europa? has returned with

acuteness to both research agendas and news headlines.

Scholars have a role to play, perhaps not by directly prescribing the most desirable future for the European project,

but in thinking through the conceptual framework and its institutional repercussions necessary tomake sense of the pro-

ject in the first place. While a lot of important work has been done over the last decades, the conceptual vocabulary to

grasp the philosophical and institutional nature of the EU polity remains work in progress. In the face of the major crises

that the EU currently faces, this lack of conceptual capacity becomes particularly glaring as it becomes clear that different

groups in the EU rely ondifferent understandings of the EUpolity and that there is little of a self‐evident understanding to

unite them. For instance, what are the repercussions of conceptualizing the EU in statist concepts?1 Are these frame-

works even desirable, and if not, how should they be adapted to new conditions? Even if philosophical innovations do

not always funnel through in public debates,2 answers to these questions can inform public debates and policy makers.

In turn, such theoretically informed reflections on European integration can also be instructive for broader

debates in international political theory. Notably, however, EU‐informed theories seem to have only very little impact

in these normative debates. This disconnect is unfortunate; not least because the EU can be taken to be a laboratory

for normative challenges in an age of globalization.3 Regional (economic) integration is certainly not unique to
1Cf. E.O. Eriksen and J.E. Fossum, ‘Europe's Challenge: Reconstituting Europe or Reconfiguring Democracy?’ in idem (eds) Rethinking

Democracy and the European Union (Routledge, 2012), 14–38.
2J.P. Beetz, ‘Stuck on the Rubicon? The Resonance of the Idea of Demoi‐cracy in Media Debates on the EU's Legitimacy’ (2015) 22
Journal of European Public Policy, 37.

3D. Innerarity, ‘Transnational Self‐Determination. Resetting Self‐Government in the Age of Interdependence’ (2015) 53 Journal of

Common Market Studies, 1061; M. Zürn ‘Survey Article: Four Models of a Global Order with Cosmopolitan Intent: An Empirical Assess-

ment’ (2015) 24 Journal of Political Philosophy, 88.
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the European context, and naturally such developments raise concerns about the questions of socio‐economic

justice as well as the (democratic) legitimacy of these arrangements. Although some features are unique to the

EU, such as its Member States being—in principle—liberal democracies, insights inspired by the EU experience

can be of particular value for scholarship on global climate change, global justice and transnational democratic

governance.

This special issue aims to set in motion a conversation between political theory at large and EU theory by present-

ing a wide range of well‐grounded conceptions of the EU as a polity. By being embedded in grand theories, this con-

versation holds promise for reflecting on normative challenges in other regions and at the global level. Each of the

articles in this issue departs from a reputable theorist (Jürgen Habermas, John Rawls, Bernard Williams and Claude

Lefort) or from a well‐respected democratic constitutional principle (democratic representation, separation of powers

and democratic integrity) to probe the nature of the EU polity and the institutional implications that follow. More spe-

cifically, the contributions explore the different ways in which grand theories might conceive of the interplay between

the supranational and the national order, and apply them to fundamental constitutional questions that the EU cur-

rently faces. As such, the articles offer a broad menu of different interpretations and diagnoses.

At the same time, the contributions to this special issue are united by two principles. The first presumption shared

by all articles is that while the EU envelops a multiplicity of constitutional orders, this need not preclude the emer-

gence of an overarching constitutional identity. All contributions recognize the EU polity to be distinct because of

the special fact that it is built atop of existing national legal and political systems. It is exactly this add‐on quality of

the EU polity that goes to the heart of the constitutional and political identity challenge that the EU faces. The EU

cannot be seen as an autonomous supranational order and it cannot be reduced to a mere extension of its Member

States, either. The challenge for legal and political theorists is precisely to find ways to grasp the two levels—the

supranational and the national – together.

Second is the principle of normative continuity. For the above task, the contributions draw on established legal and

political theories, as they offer insights into how this might be done. All articles share the recognition that, as much as the

EUmay be a new kind of polity, the normative principles by which it is to be understood and evaluated can draw onwell‐

established sources in legal and political theory and praxis. Ultimately, these insights are to feed back into the scholarly

and popular debates about the nature of the Union and the appropriate responses to the various crises it faces.
2 | THE STATE OF THE LITERATURE

As we mentioned above, European legal and political studies have developed an impressive number of original polity

conceptions of the European Union. Examples include consortio,4 regulatory state5 and multi‐level constitutionalism.6

Many of these are, however, sui generis in character; rarely are they embedded in more general, established legal and

political theories. This condition may be indicative of the limited self‐understanding of the EU as a polity and of the

limited capacity, of scholars and citizens alike, to communicate about it in ways that cohere and resonate. At the same

time, it is only in recent years that something like a legal and political theory of the EU has been emerging that draws

on well‐worn theoretical notions to interpret European integration.7

The nature of this special issue can be characterized as ‘EU constitutionalism‐in‐context’. The articles speak to

central EU polity questions that have been at the heart of the issues addressed in this journal, like the EU's democratic
4Ph. Schmitter, How to Democratize the European Union ... and Why Bother? (Rowman & Littlefield, 2000).

5G. Majone, Regulating Europe (Routledge, 1996).

6I. Pernice, ‘The Treaty of Lisbon: Multilevel Constitutionalism in Action’, Walter Hallstein Institute Working Paper 2/09 (Humboldt

Universität, 2009).

7Cf. J. Neyer and A. Wiener, The Political Theory of the European Union (Oxford University Press, 2009); J. Dickson and P. Eleftheriadis,

Philosophical Foundations of European Union Law (Oxford University Press, 2012).
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deficit,8 the philosophical foundations of the EU,9 and, most recently, the impact of the Eurocrisis on the EU's consti-

tutional set‐up.10 These themes continue to trigger normative reflections on the constitutional character of the EU.

The special issue builds upon three strands of literature in particular: (i) constitutional pluralism, (ii) the EU as a

demoicratic polity, and (iii) constituent power beyond the state. Each of these strands thematizes the pluralist charac-

ter of the EU polity in its own distinct way. Legal theorists were the first to highlight the pluralist nature of the EU

polity. In doing so, they were provoked by the German Bundesverfassungsgericht, which in its 1992 verdict on the

EU Treaty of Maastricht asserted the relative autonomy of the German constitutional system within the EU system

of law.11 Neil MacCormick aptly identified the underlying principles that informed this position of, what he called,

‘constitutional pluralism’:
8For exa

‘Tailoring
11 Europ

(2007) 1

Constitu

9For exa

How It Is

national

10For ex

M. Daw

Menénd

Europea

11J. Baqu

12N. Ma

Warsaw

Universi

13Cf. N.

14J. Wei

15K. Nico

phy, 76;

Studies, 3
None of the [EU] Member States is indebted to the union for the terms or the provisions of its constitution.

Each has a constitution whose roots and whose basic legitimacy are independent of any grant by the Union.

[…] Conversely, the validity of the Union's constitution and legal order is not derivative from the validating

power of any state's constitutional order.12
Crucially, such a conception of constitutional pluralism thus allows for the recognition of the continuing sover-

eignty of national systems besides the supranational legal system of the EU.

Importantly, however, advocates of EU legal pluralism insist that such a situation need not issue in legal chaos.

Instead, they recognize in it the merit that, lacking the possibility to rely on some hierarchy of command, this condition

calls upon the legal institutions of the EU and the Member States to engage in constitutional dialogue that requires

them to approach each other with mutual temperance, toleration, deference and respect.13 In the words of Joseph

Weiler, in this state of constitutional pluralism, traditional ‘constitutional obedience’ is replaced by the virtue of ‘con-

stitutional tolerance’. Instead of allegiance to the overarching framework of the EU being forced upon the Member

States, as it would be in traditional constitutional frameworks, their engagement with the EU is turned into ‘an auton-

omous voluntary act, endlessly renewed on each occasion’.14 Indeed, in Weiler's view, it is exactly this open and

underdetermined constitutional setting that is to prevent Europe from essentialist understandings of the people

and from an all too strong sense of political community that might pave the way (again) for nationalistic war.

Among political theorists, a pluralist understanding of the EU as a demoicracy, i.e. a polity that envelops multiple

demoi, has gained sway in the aftermath of the EU's struggles with the Constitutional Treaty proposed for it.15 The
mple, R. Bellamy, ‘Still in Deficit: Rights, Regulation, and Democracy in the EU’ (2006) 12 European Law Journal, 725; B. Crum,

Representative Democracy to the European Union: Does the European Constitution Reduce the Democratic Deficit?’ (2005)
ean Law Journal, 452; Y. Papadopoulos, ‘Problems of Democratic Accountability in Network and Multilevel Governance’
3 European Law Journal, 469; D. Wincott, ‘Does the European Union Pervert Democracy? Questions of Democracy in New

tionalist Thought on the Future of Europe’ (1998) 4 European Law Journal, 411.

mple, J. Habermas, ‘Democracy in Europe: Why the Development of the EU into aTransnational Democracy Is Necessary and

Possible’ (2015) 21 European Law Journal, 546; A.J. Menéndez, ‘The European Democratic Challenge: The Forging of a Supra-

Volonté Générale’ (2009) 15 European Law Journal, 277.

ample, D. Chalmers, ‘The European Redistributive State and a European Law of Struggle’ (2012) 18 European Law Journal, 667;

son and F. de Witte, ‘From Balance to Conflict: A New Constitution for the EU’ (2016) 22 European Law Journal, 204; A.J.

ez, ‘Hermann Heller NOW’ (2015) 21 European Law Journal, 285; F.W. Scharpf, ‘After the Crash: A Perspective on Multilevel

n Democracy’ (2015) 21 European Law Journal, 384.

ero Cruz, ‘The Legacy of the Maastricht‐Urteil and the Pluralist Movement’ (2008) 14 European Law Journal, 389, 412.

cCormick, ‘The New European Constitution: Legal and Philosophical Perspective’, lecture in honour of Leon Petrazycki,

, 11 June 2003; cf. N. MacCormick, Questioning Sovereignty: Law, State, and Nation in the European Commonwealth (Oxford

ty Press, 1999), chapter 7.

Barber, ‘Legal Pluralism and the European Union’ (2006) 12 European Law Journal, 306, 327 f.

ler, ‘A Constitution for Europe? Some Hard Choices’ (2002) 40 Journal of Common Market Studies, 563, 568.

laïdis, ‘The New Constitution as European Demoi‐cracy?’ (2004) 7 Critical Review of International Social and Political Philoso-

F. Cheneval and F. Schimmelfennig, ‘The Case for Demoicracy in the European Union’ (2013) 51 Journal of Common Market

34.
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basic premise of the demoicratic position is that the EU polity, rather than aspiring to base itself on a unified and single

demos, should and may even be bound to remain based on a collection of multiple demoi. The attraction of this view is

twofold. On the one hand, the notion of demoicracy is embraced for its ability to recognize the resilience of the EU

Member States in organizing political legitimacy16 and to capture the current state of affairs of the EU at a conceptual

level.17 On the other hand, in terms not dissimilar from Weiler's arguments, it is suggested that the idea of a

demoicracy is normatively superior as it diffuses political allegiances18 and thus abandons the exclusionary tendencies

of a singular demos. Therefore, both empirical and normative arguments bolster the case for this pluralist understand-

ing of the EU polity.19

Notably, there are different strands among the demoicrats when it comes to the institutional consequences of this

conception of the EU polity.20 A first strand of demoicrats asserts that the EU is premised on the co‐existence ofmultiple

national demoi and that, hence, it is best conceived as some sort of condominio.21 Yet, even among these there are differ-

ent views on how EU decision‐making is best structured; some argue in favour of a moralized mode of

intergovernmentalism,22 while others propose a model of a demoicratic confederacy.23 By contrast, the other strand of

demoicrats maintains that the EU has created and should embolden a context in which all kinds of political identities

are turnedmore fluid.Demoi are then not exclusively defined by nationality; they can also rely on alternative transnational

allegiances (e.g. class identity or religion). Moreover, the EU allows for the emergence of a weak and conditional form of

some kind of pan‐European demos.24 The institutional proposals corresponding to the latter trend thus combine ideas for

the development of a stronger andmore democratic political centre in the EUwith proposals that foster the development

of multiple forms of transnational engagement and networking among the peoples of Europe.

Interestingly, both constitutional pluralism and demoicracy eventually point back to the classical question of the

constituent power.25 According to the doctrine of constituent power, fundamental questions regarding the legitimacy

of a political system and its institutions—the constituted power—can only be resolved on the basis of a proper under-

standing of the constituent power of its political subject. In a democracy, this subject is ‘the people’. Even if a people

may not literally have founded the political system at some mythical founding moment, the reference to their constit-

uent power offers a norm of constitutional legitimacy. Indeed, through the corollary, and at times identical, principle of

popular sovereignty, this ‘people’ remains the fundamental normative reference point for the legitimacy after the

foundation of the polity. Yet, as is already apparent from the classical work of Emmanuel‐Joseph Sieyès,26 ‘the people’

remains an abstract entity in modern‐day pluralistic polities, which needs to be continuously re‐forged through
16R. Bellamy, ‘An Ever Closer Union Among the Peoples of Europe: Republican Intergovernmentalism and Demoicratic Representation

within the EU’ (2013) 34 Journal of European Integration, 499.

17J. Lacey, ‘Conceptually Mapping the European Union: A Demoi‐cratic Analysis’ (2016) 38 Journal of European Integration, 61.

18K. Nicolaïdis, ‘The Idea of European Demoicracy’, in J. Dickson and P. Eleftheriadis (eds.), Philosophical Foundations of European Union

Law (Oxford University Press, 2012), at 247.

19F. Cheneval, S. Lavenex and F. Schimmelfennig, ‘Demoi‐cracy in the European Union: Principles, Institutions, Policies’ (2015) 22 Jour-

nal of European Public Policy, 1.

20M. Ronzoni, ‘The European Union as a Demoicracy: Really a Third Way?’ (2017) 16 European Journal of Political Theory, 210.

21Schmitter, above, n. 4.

22R. Bellamy, ‘A European Republic of Sovereign States: Sovereignty, Republicanism and the European Union’ (2016) 16 European

Journal of Political Theory, 188.

23J.P. Beetz, ‘From Practice to Principle and Back: An Application of a New Realist Method to the European Union's Democratic Def-

icit’ (2017) Political Studies, https://doi.org/10.1177/0032321717722355.
24Nicolaïdis, above, n. 18.

25Cf. J. Frank, Constituent Moments: Enacting the People in Postrevolutionary America (Duke University Press, 2010); L.D.A. Corrias, The

Passivity of Law: Competence and Constitution in the European Court of Justice (Springer, 2011); A. Kalyvas, ‘Popular Sovereignty,

Democracy, and the Constituent Power’ (2005) 12 Constellations, 223; H. Lindahl, ‘The Paradox of Constituent Power: The Ambiguous

Self‐Constitution of the European Union’ (2007) 20 Ratio Juris, 485; M. Loughlin, ‘The Concept of Constituent Power’ (2014) 13 Euro-

pean Journal of Political Theory, 218.

26M. Sonenscher (ed.), Sieyès. Political Writings (Hackett Publishing, 2003).

https://doi.org/10.1177/0032321717722355
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political claims and sociological processes.27 Thus, the reference to constituent power underlines the inherently col-

lective, political and constructed nature of legitimacy in modern polities.

Notwithstanding the failure of the EU Constitutional Treaty28 and the political reluctance to embark on any

wholesale revision of the EU treaties and the constitutional structure they imply, the question as to the EU's constit-

uent power has become far from superfluous. On the contrary, we would argue that the very fact that the EU's con-

stitutional question has not adequately been settled contributes to the escalation of the political challenges the EU

currently faces and quickly turns them into fundamental constitutional questions.

In other words, Europe continues to search for a narrative to convince its citizens of its authority, and this exactly

explains why the question of constituent power is now raised at the level of the European Union. A decoupling of

popular sovereignty from de facto state sovereignty seems a precondition for such a narrative.29 The question remains,

however, how to conceptualize the Union's constituent power. The articles in this special issue offer competing

answers to this question. Is an appropriate conception the ‘demoicratic’ one of Europe's peoples or should we remain

committed normatively to (the promise of) a European demos?30 A third option that has recently emerged in this

debate is to think of the EU as relying on a pouvoir constituant mixte, which assumes that individuals—as part of

the democratic peoples of the Member States and, at the same time, in their capacity as EU citizens—constitute

the (mixed) normative foundation of the EU polity.31

With the literature on constitutional pluralism, demoicracy and constituent power, the contributions to this spe-

cial issue share the basic insight that the EU is inevitably bound to envelop a multiplicity of constitutional orders.

Indeed, as the different contributions highlight, the major crises that have recently hit the EU—the Eurocrisis, refugee

crisis and, most recently, Brexit—have made the need for a constitutional settlement between these orders more

acute than ever. At the same time, positions diverge on whether this persistence of multiple, national demoi precludes

the parallel development of an overarching EU identity, which could ground collective transnational rule. It is exactly

this question that leads many of the contributions to follow the example of the constituent power debate and to

thematize the relation between the EU's underlying social relations and its constitutional form. Hence, the central

question that connects all articles is: Who are Europe's people(s) and what kind of polity should they constitute?

Following the conceptual distinction between constituent and constituted power, the special issue is set up in

such a way that it starts with contributions that focus on the structure of the EU's constituent power and then moves

to articles that increasingly focus on the nature of the constituted power and the institutional organization of the EU

polity. In other words, the articles tackle the EU's political identity through two interrelated but distinguishable ana-

lytical lenses, constituent power and constituted power, corresponding to two sets of questions. At the same time,

it is exactly in these questions and the ways in which they are approached that the EU experience directly relates

to fundamental issues of international political theory at large.
27H. Lindahl, ‘Possibility, Actuality, Rupture: Constituent Power and the Ontology of Change’ (2015) 22 Constellations, 163.

28B. Crum, Learning from the EU Constitutional Treaty (Routledge, 2011).

29J.P. Beetz, and E. Rossi, ‘The EU's Democratic Deficit in a Realist Key: Multilateral Governance, Popular Sovereignty, and Critical

Responsiveness’ (2017) 8 Transnational Legal Theory, 22; F. Cheneval and K. Nicolaïdis, ‘The Social Construction of Demoicracy in

the European Union’ (2016) 16 European Journal of Political Theory, 235; J. Habermas, The Crisis of the European Union: A Response

(Polity, 2012).

30Cf. D. Innerarity, ‘Does Europe Need a Demos to BeTruly Democratic?’, LEQS – LSE 'Europe in Question' Discussion Paper Series from

European Institute 2014/7 (LSE, 2014).

31For example, J. Habermas, ‘Citizen and State Equality in a Supranational Political Community: Degressive Proportionality and the

Pouvoir Constituant Mixte’ (2017) 55 Journal of Common Market Studies, 171; M. Patberg, ‘Introduction: The EU's Pouvoir Constituant

Mixte – Exploring the Systematic Potential of an Innovative Category’ (2017) 55 Journal of Common Market Studies, 165.
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3 | THE QUESTION OF CONSTITUENT POWER

The first set of questions thus enquires into the appropriate conception of the people of the EU polity: the constituent

power. How should we conceive of the European people or peoples? Is there the prospect of a truly integrated

European people and/or do (the peoples of the) nation‐states play indispensable roles in the constitution of the EU

polity? What binds Europeans together? And, once the nature of the EU's constituent power has been clarified, what

implications follow from that for the organization of the EU polity?

Eventually, these questions about the constituent power that underpins the EU hinge on the status of the differ-

ent levels of identification—from the individual, to the nation and to the European Union as a whole—the way we

assign any kind of normative hierarchy between these different levels, and the way we see them related to each other.

The first four articles in this special issue offer different answers to these questions as they draw on different philo-

sophical traditions that come with different premises on what effectively constitutes a polity. What they share is that

they all recognize the legitimate co‐existence of multiple levels of political identification. They follow, however,

different philosophical trajectories in making sense of and elucidating the relations between them. The central issue

of contestation is how they see the division of roles between the national and the European constitutional order,

and whether both can really be recognized and granted a certain degree of normative and actual political autonomy

at the same time.

Markus Patberg's contribution positions itself at the vanguard of the contemporary debate on the polity‐

character of the EU by offering a comprehensive justification of the EU polity as grounded in a ‘pouvoir constituant

mixte’. In doing so, he effectively takes the position that is emerging from Jürgen Habermas's latest work on EU legit-

imacy to its radical conclusion. Taking a distinctively Habermasian approach, Patberg sets out to offer a rational recon-

struction of the system of basic rights that needs to be assumed and recognized by actors engaged in constituting a

supranational union polity. Eventually, he identifies a threefold set of rights—reflecting, respectively, the intra‐demos,

the inter‐demoi and the across‐demoi perspective—which helps to define the appropriate procedures for suprana-

tional constitution‐making and sets some fundamental constraints as to its substance. Notably, even if these rights

correspond to different perspectives, they are part of a single system of rights that are ultimately addressed to citizens

as the bearers of the multilevel constitutional order.

Patberg's Habermasian approach nicely juxtaposes with the Rawlsian approach that is proposed by Bertjan

Wolthuis. Like Patberg, Wolthuis uses an up‐and‐close analysis of the European Union to add a new level to the

broader theoretical framework from the thinker from whose work he departs. Rawls's theory constructs the social

contract arguments for the just state and for the international law of peoples as two separate but connected levels,

with the conclusions reached at the first level specifying the input of the second level argument. Wolthuis proposes

that the principles of justice that apply to the European Union as an economic union can be modelled as an extension

of the two preceding levels, adhering to the same logic and building on their substance. What is more, he also insists

on there being a strict lexical ordering between the three levels with the prior levels taking logical and normative pre-

cedence over the subsequent ones. While the logic of Wolthuis's argument is thus quite different from that followed

by Patberg, he reinforces the point that, normatively, the constitutional obligations that follow from the different pol-

ity levels rely on a shared and unified normative foundation that precludes conflict in principle.

Jan Pieter Beetz adopts a radically different approach as he turns to a practice‐dependent method grounded in

the realist political philosophy of Bernard Williams. In marked contrast to the preceding philosophical approaches,

Beetz's realist orientation leads him to induce a conception of EU peoplehood from institutional systems that struc-

ture the relationships between EU citizens. Based on this analysis, he proposes a two‐tier conception of peoplehood

in which individuals remain primarily bound together as national peoples but, in addition, are also united in the EU pol-

ity by commercial and liberal bonds. In that sense, a division of constitutional roles between the different levels is

inscribed in the EU's constitutional order, and can be made logically coherent even if the two tiers are not necessarily

reducible to a single normative foundation. Beetz illustrates that this conception could result in convincing justifica-

tions of the EU's right to rule. As his realist approach ensures that this conception is recognizable to EU citizens as
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coherent with their normative commitments, it might help to (re‐)generate widespread support for the Union in these

times of crisis.

The article by Luigi Corrias completes the part on the constituent power of the EU polity. Building on the work of

Claude Lefort, Corrias departs from an understanding in which ‘the people’—as a constituent power—should not be

understood as a collection of individuals but as the symbolic point from which a society understands itself as a unity.

Within this unity, democracy can be understood as a form of government that is premised on the legitimacy of conflict

and in which power remains inherently indeterminate and subject to political contestation. From this perspective, the

European Union can be recognized as embodying what is essentially a democratic void. Indeed, Corrias argues that in

the EU the place of power is not merely empty but even left neglected and uncontested. Short of effective represen-

tation and contestation, power in the EU is exposed to two conflicting developments. On the one hand, there is a ten-

dency for the place of EU power to be filled by technocratic expert rule which, in its inclination to suppress political

contestation, displays notable authoritarian tendencies. On the other hand, and partly as a response, the democratic

void in the EU provokes extra‐institutional opposition that challenges the legitimacy of the EU polity altogether and

calls for power to be returned directly into the hands of the people. Ultimately, Corrias's argument for a Lefortian

understanding of a democratic EU premised on the legitimacy of conflict, is a response to such critiques of European

democracy, in particular the ones that have been raised by the indignados movements in Southern Europe.

Thus, we have four theories of constituent power of the EU with deep but distinct philosophical roots. None of

them maintains that the constituent power of the European Union can simply be modelled on that of the nation‐state.

All recognize the need for some level of normative and logical coherence in the legitimation and constitution of the

multilevel order that has emerged. Still, they offer radically divergent views on how such coherence is to be main-

tained, and in particular on the way and the extent that national polities enjoy a distinctive, non‐reducible place within

this overall order. Some of these explicitly incorporate the priority of the Member States as primordial political

communities. Interestingly, the very questions that are raised by the EU order thus lead us back to reconsider the

foundations of the well‐established (national) political orders that we have. This insight, that the legitimacy and fate

of the EU polity eventually hinges on how we understand the foundations of constitutional order and legitimacy in

the first place, seems particularly astute in light of the present circumstances. The four papers also demonstrate that

there are in fact multiple theoretical vocabularies that can come a long way towards responding to these challenges.
4 | THE QUESTION OF CONSTITUTED POWER

The second set of questions focuses on the kind of democratic regime appropriate to the EU polity: the constituted

power. These articles propose institutional regimes that the EU should adopt to attain democratic legitimacy. Does

the distinctive character of the social structure underpinning the contemporary European polity require specific

representative institutions? What kind of institutional structure does justice to the (remaining) sovereignty of the

Member States? How is the relationship between institutions on the EU and on the Member State level best orga-

nized? To what extent can the EU regime legitimately constrain that of the Member States?

The first article in this part, written by Antoinette Scherz, addresses the structure of representation in the EU. If

the EU aspires to be a multilateral democracy—i.e. a demoicracy—it faces the challenge that it needs to square the circle

of reconciling the political equality of its citizens with the mutual recognition of its constituting peoples as equals. As a

strict intergovernmental organization will fail to realize political equality among citizens, it is indispensable for a mul-

tilateral democracy to establish an independent legislative chamber, like the European Parliament, in which individual

citizens are directly represented. However, this chamber cannot be organized exclusively on the principle of strict

equality of individuals. In order to avoid the overruling of peoples through supranational majorities, it is necessary

to bind the chamber's composition by a principle of degressive proportionality relative to the size of the Member

States. Then, in parallel with the directly elected parliament, there also remains the more indirect chain of represen-

tation through the Member States and the Council. Here the perspective of multilateral democracy calls attention to
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the need to strengthen domestic democratic institutions and to include representative institutions outside of the

executive in the multilateral institutions in order to reflect the democratic process as a whole.

Next, Jared Sonnicksen turns to the system of government that characterizes the EU. For that purpose, he draws

on the classical doctrines of separation of powers and ‘checks and balances’ and the way these inform the distinction

between parliamentary and presidential government. Even if the mixed or ‘compound’ character of the EU may be

indicative of its sui generis quality, Sonnicksen argues that this does not imply that it is beyond comparison as a com-

plex, multilevel system. In fact, while many proposals for EU reform are premised on a parliamentary understanding of

the EU, Sonnicksen argues that the EU – given its stricter separation of institutions and, interlinked with this, complex

sharing of powers – has a distinct institutional affinity with the presidential separation‐of‐powers form of govern-

ment. As he recognizes the EU to be both a ‘Union of States’ and a ‘Union of People’, he suggests that it would be

appropriate to complement the state‐elected President of the European Council with a Commission President who

is to be directly elected by the people in a genuine cross‐Member State election process.

The final contribution, written by Joseph Lacey, turns to the question on what grounds it can be legitimate for the

EU political order to constrain national institutional choices. Lacey's normative framework is also anchored in a

demoicratic understanding of the EU as a political system constituted in its membership by citizens and statespeoples.

From this perspective, the article zooms in on the variation among EU Member States in the regulation of direct

democratic votes on questions of European integration, asking whether or not Member States may have good reason

to agree on common regulations for such popular votes. Conceiving of the European Union as a political system

designed to serve the interests of states and citizens, Lacey argues that states may have good reason to sacrifice a

degree of national autonomy to adopt common regulations for the use of direct votes when these votes have the

potential to undermine the territorial, functional, normative or existential integrity of the EU. This leads to a case

for democratic standardization across Member States when it comes to withdrawal, accession, Treaty ratification

and opt‐in decisions.

The three articles on the constituted power of the EU underline that many of the core principles that inform

polity‐building at the national level can also be applied to a multilevel polity like the EU. At the same time, the EU

polity does raise specific concerns, particularly because it need not only heed the rights of individual citizens as its

constituent members but must give due respect to the autonomy of its constituting Member States as well.

Notably, we find that these normative claims do not necessarily exclude each other, but that, in many contexts,

they allow for an additive approach in which they can be superimposed on each other or addressed by separate

institutions, like political representation through the Council of the EU (for the States) and the European Parlia-

ment (for the citizens). Still, as is well illustrated by Lacey's argument, at times the democratic demands of the

supranational and the national polity may well come into conflict, and then very precise argument is needed to

arbitrate between the competing claims and to delineate the appropriate domains of authority.

In the end, these findings underline the essential interdependence between the constituted and the consti-

tuting power in the process of democratic polity‐building: questions of the constituted power need eventually to

be assessed in view of the constituting power, and questions of the constituting power inevitably lead to the

way the constituted power is organized in practice and how it in fact conditions the constituting power. Thus,

this special issue puts the dialectical relationship between constituent and constituted power at the core of the-

orizing Europe's normative identity. As such, the issue emphasizes the inherently dynamic character of Europe's

normative identity, and underlines that this can neither be conceived as the deterministic product of citizens’

relationships within Europe's societies nor simply as the logical consequence of a particular kind of political

regime.

For sure, the experience of the EU is far from exceptional, as many contemporary modes of political organization

can no longer assume to rely on a single, well‐integrated demos—if, indeed, that assumption could ever truly have been

sustained in the past. Still, most democratic theorists have proceeded on the assumption of a given and coherent pol-

ity. The confrontation of these theories with the case of the EU incites us to question and reconsider this assumption

and to think about the implications of it being challenged. At the same time, invoking these theories makes it very
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clear that the EU remains a problematic and, in many respects, a deficient, polity. These deficiencies can only be

addressed if we fully exploit the conceptual and theoretical instruments at our disposal.
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